About us
We were established in 2002 as a LCR [Least cost routing] company. Over the
years we have built up a database of over 2500 corporate and SME clients. We
engage in ongoing research and development to ensure the availability of
advanced products and the flexibility of its solutions. The company supplies
only tested and approved products, and offers commercially viable solutions
that meet the needs of its clients. We diversified the company to supply more
products; therefore we are supplying a variation of products out of the
communications industry that is not only benefiting the corporate and SME
market, but the domestic market too. We pride ourselves on understanding our
client’s businesses. We take time and care to learn about their market, their
industry and their customers, so that we can design system solutions that suit
their needs and that are flexible enough to cope with the changing demands of
their customers. We know how technology and e-commerce are affecting
businesses. we have the processes, skills and assets to deliver tailor-made
solutions. Our knowledge and experience of our business sector gives us the
tools to identify potential opportunities - and pitfalls - and proactively manage
them. Based on the various requirements of our customers there are numerous
innovative products/applications that have been designed to suit these
requirements and demonstrate our ability to align ourselves to any type of
application.
Footprint:

Introduction
Actinium IP PBX is a telephone exchange which integrates the reliable
and user friendly features of the Actinium CIP telephone system with IP
connectivity as well as analogue. Actinium CIP offers the advantage of
IP communication to large, medium and prospecting companies. With
the Actinium CIP , it is possible to become an extension of the main
exchange from any place where internet connection is available.
The Actinium system, is a 4 in 1 system, it is a full I.P. PABX with a built in
Telephony Management System and voice logging system with a built in I.P.
gateway. In the past you had to have 4 different devices from 4 different brands
that was expensive and always caused problems with systems integration to
achieve the functions that the Actinium provides. We eliminated this problem
by creating one unique system with the functions of all 4 devices.
Remote extensions can be connected to the Actinium CIP over IP
telephones, soft phones, Wi-Fi phones, IP DECT phones, smart mobile
phones and analogue phones. Companies with multi-site locations can
connect Actinium CIP exchanges to each other over IP and make phone
calls with a unique numbering plan. This will let them reduce their
communication costs.

With it’s modular structure , Actinium
CIP is ready to serve its user with
different requirements.
Actinium CIP combines both IP and
analogue lines & extensions under its
hybrid modular structure.

The Actinium Voice Logger’s built in I.P. PABX is a feature rich FULL I.P.
PABX that is very stable and reliable.
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Some Key features of the Actinium PABX includes but is not limited to:
Become a remote extension of your PABX, by enabling this feature you can
become an extension of the PABX with all the normal function like voicemail,
DND, transfer etc. You can also phone via your Smartphone through the
Actinium PABX and pay a reduced rate on your mobile calls. The office can call
the remote extension directly a very low rate of 30c per minute per second, you
also can call between remote extension also at the reduced rate of 30c per
minute per second.
Inter Branch extension Calling, with the
Actinium PBX you can connect multiple
Systems from different branches enabling
You to phone each of your branch's
Extensions directly.
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The Actinium CIP is an extremely reliable and cost effective IP PBX that
uses high quality IP voice transmissions. The Actinium CIP is easily and
effectively managed. We are able to assist you remotely thus ensuring
that you always stay connected. We can remotely:
Generate new extensions
Delete old extensions
Modify extensions
Modify incoming as well as outgoing traffic routes
Diagnose the Actinium CIP PBX
Manage and change custom voicemails
Add new ring groups and call queues
Modify Auto Attendant
Add, modify and delete incoming trunks
Reset IP phones connected to the Actinium CIP
Retrieve Recordings (in bulk) as well as voicemails without
interrupting any calls.
Modify time conditions
Etc.

The Actinium PABX has the capabilities of connecting multiple PABX’s in
different locations together to operate as a unified PABX that allows you
to manage multi branches as one unified telephone system allowing you
to better communicate between multiple branches at an extension level.
This function allows you to call any extension directly from any
connected Actinium PABX as well as transfer calls directly to any
extension FREE OF CHARGE!
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For example PABX A will have the capabilities of calling any extension as
well as transfer calls to any extension of any PABX participating in the
AEI tree thus allowing you to communicate to all your branches as if it
was one big PABX.

STMS is a Telephony Management System specially created for the
Actinium CIP PABX to allow the end users to accurately and efficiently
manage their business’s telecommunications.

Unlike regular TMS’s, STMS not only provides you with your telephony
records but also integrate the Actinium CIP’s recordings with the records
as well, so now you can easily while you check your telephone system’s
movements listen and/or download the recordings by a click of a
button! thus eliminating the hassle of using two different platforms .

STSM is a very rich but yet easy to use software so you don’t need to be an
IT expert or need special training to successfully use the software.

STMS has an extensive search engine that allows you to narrow your
results. You can search:
Per extension number
Per dialed number
Per pin code
Per User
Between specific durations
Between specific dates
Even per extension group

Listening to your recordings was never easier! Every call’s recording is
accessible parallel to the call’s position in the records table as you can
see below:

The recordings can either be listened to or be downloaded to you pc. The
program retrieves the recordings via a secure SFTP protocol which
means you have the peace of mind that your connection to the remote
PABX is secure. The recording module records the raw data and then
processes it to ensure the recordings are of high quality but at the same
time conserves storage by compressing the raw audio into wav format.

With the Top 15 dialed numbers you can now easily search the top 15
dialed numbers. Just select the from and to date and click search, you
also can search per extension, per pin code or per user.

The output is displayed both as a column displaying the numbers as well
as the number of dials, and also as a pie chart so that you can visually
percept the top 15 dialed numbers.

With the graphs module you can display graphs per extension, per pin
code and per user displaying the billable seconds of each extension, pin
code or user respectively.

This section is especially helpful for a call centre environment or telly
sales. Because the graphs display a bar per extension, pin code and user
you can easily track each person’s billable seconds in a selected period of
time.

With the extension Grouping module you can now create, edit and
delete extension groups. The purpose of this module is to group certain
extensions so that it is easily identifiable when you want to narrow down

Your search in the call detail records table. You can now easily group
your PABX’s extension to their respective groups, i.e. telly sales,
technical, admin etc. Allowing you to search per group.

VICIDial is a program that can be loaded onto the Actinium PABX which
allows you to more efficiently utilize a call center environment. What the
VICIDial program actually does is instead of you relying on your call
center agents to make phone calls the VICIDial program monitors all of
the active agents and in the background initiates the calls for the agents,
the only thing that the agents has to do is to communicate with the client
that VICIDial hands them.

The built in I.P. Gateway makes the Actinium Voice Logger very unique,
it is the only voice logger in South Africa that has an I.P. Gateway built in.

The biggest advantage of this is systems integration, we don’t have the
classic problems of echoing, hollow sound effect and bad quality that a
lot of the opposition has to deal with.

COST SAVING

When activating the SIP Gateway you can
Save up to 40% on your Telkom and
Premicell rates.

